“Collaboration and synergy
are at the heart
of Montréal’s success.
They nourish a vibrant,
multi-faceted culture, which
is constantly evolving.”
Christine Gosselin
Member of the Montréal Executive
Committee, responsible for culture,
heritage and design
Liza Frulla
President of Culture Montréal

UNITED

MONTRÉAL
RECOGNIZES ITS GREAT
PHILANTHROPISTS
What would Montréal be without the women and
men that have constructed, enriched, beautified
it? Some of these generous and committed philanthropists have contributed to the renown of
the city, as well as to the learning and comfort
of its inhabitants. Or, as art lovers, have amassed
collections, created spaces, enlarged museums…
Open to the public since 2011, the Claire and
Marc Bourgie Pavilion of the Montréal Museum
of fine arts (MMFA) showcases more than 600
works of Québec and Canadian art through a
museographic journey spread over six levels.
The space is an exceptional tribute to our art and
received two 2011 Grands prix du design awards.
As was the case for the adjacent concert hall,
this marvellous setting for art was born of Pierre
Bourgie’s philanthropic passion for the visual
and musical arts.

Michal and Renata Hornstein are two other
MMFA donors to be recognized. Montrealers by
adoption, these exceptional benefactors greatly
contributed to the artistic profile of the city. The
Pavilion for Peace now bears their name. The
building was inaugurated in November 2016
and is part of the legacy of the 375th anniversary of Montréal. It exhibits 750 major pieces,
from the Middle Ages to contemporary art,
part of the private collection of the late couple.

A feast for the eyes! The pavilion includes paintings and sculptures from the great masters such
as Picasso, Giacometti, Veronese, Tintoretto,
Matisse, Rodin… Its quality and scale make it a
unique and exceptional collection.
The Pavilion for Peace also houses the Michel
de la Chenelière Art and Education Studios.
These colourful and playful, luminous and warm
spaces are for learning, discovering, viewing—or
executing—paintings, sculpture and other forms
of art. A place for people to encounter art, open
to everyone: children and adults. The spaces of
this magnificent educational complex would not
exist without the commitment and support of
Michel de la Chenelière.
Through their daily efforts, two women have
helped preserve the built heritage while creating
trendy, avant-garde and happening spaces.
Whether it is the Phi Centre, managed by its
founder Phoebe Greenberg, or le 1700 La Poste,
created and funded by Isabelle de Mévius,
these creative spaces rapidly became hubs for
everyone: artists, spectators, as well as professionals and amateurs of the visual, musical,
technological arts, including one-of-a-kind
creations and those beyond the norm.
France Chrétien-Desmarais, and her husband
André Desmarais, offered a monumental gift to
celebrate Montréal’s 350th anniversary, Source , a
sculpture by Jaume Plensa.
Finally, it is important to underline the extraordinary generosity of Constance V. Pathy. Thanks

to her, Montréal’s Grands Ballets Canadiens will
be moving into the Wilder Espace Danse, in the
heart of the Quartier des spectacles. This arts
patron thinks it is essential that Les Grands
Ballets Canadiens be able to create and work in
spaces adapted to the dance. Highly committed
to supporting and promoting dance, Constance
V. Pathy has sat on the board of directors of Les
Grands Ballets for 40 years.
All these people (and many others) are admired
by everyone for their invaluable support to
cultural life, making Montrealers proud. Clearly,
Montréal would not be what it is without these
great patrons.
From left to right and from top to bottom
Michal and Renata Hornstein
Photo: Christine Guest
Michel de la Chenelière
Photo: Ville de Montréal
André Desmarais and France Chrétien Desmarais
Courtesy: France Chrétien Desmarais
Phoebe Greenberg
Photo: Richard Bernardin
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JOIN THE DANCE!
Since 2017, Les Grands Ballets Canadiens de Montréal, École
de danse contemporaine de Montréal, Agora de la danse and
Tangente have shared a common space: Wilder Espace Danse.
The project was many years coming and the major transformation of the heritage building (constructed in 1918) was designed
by the Lapointe Magne & associés and Ædifica consortium
of architects. The project was managed by the Société québécoise des infrastructures. In addition to major renovations,
two new glass-curtain-walled annexes were added (with six
and eight storeys). Constructed in translucent coloured glass,
the walls of the building are specially designed for digital art
projections.
The imposing building displays a mixture of light, glass and
rough materials (including concrete). It houses 12 dance
studios, a creation space for resident artists, 4 performance
halls and a national centre of dance therapy. The building
also houses the offices of the Conseil des arts et des lettres
du Québec (CALQ) and the ministère de la Culture et des
Communications, as well as a restaurant.
This new dance hub is a convergence space in the heart of the
Quartier des spectacles. It recognizes Montréal’s exceptional
creativity in contemporary dance, and expands the cultural
mission of the district.

Photos: Sasha Onyshchenko
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A MERGER OF ARTS
AND BUSINESS
In 2014, Arts Scène Montréal changed
its name and visual identity to become
Brigade Arts Affaires de Montréal
(BAAM).
A non-profit organization, BAAM encourages young professionals in the business world to get involved in the artistic
community. Advice, experience and
philanthropy are the watchwords of this
brigade. It seeks to take concrete actions
to create durable links with artists and
organizations involved in the arts in the
metropolis.

This installation is comprised of 15
columns in granite and brass, and one
in translucent concrete, in addition to
stacked cubes that light up at nightfall. It
is now an integral part of the promenade
Fleuve-Montagne.
One hundred young patrons each
donated $1,000 to the project. An initiative of Sébastien Barangé, founder of
BAAM, the project represents a historic
philanthropic mobilization effort. This is
a fine example of the creativity of young
Montrealers, who love their city, and are
proud to show it.
Thanks to this organization, the arts and
business have never been closer.
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Philippe Allard and Justin Duchesneau, Le Joyau royal et le Mile doré , 2017
Photo: Guy L’Heureux

BAAM collaborated with Montréal’s
Bureau d’art public to fund a gift for the
375th anniversary of Montréal. The result
was the addition of Le Joyau royal et le
Mile doré , by Philippe Allard and Justin
Duchesneau, located at the intersection
of rues Sherbrooke and McTavish.

Photo: Mathieu Buzzetti Melançon

WAPIKONI MOBILE: ON THE GO!
cultural heritage. More than 150 Wapikoni short films have received awards at
international festivals.

With its impressive mobile studios equipped with cutting-edge technology,
Wapikoni Mobile has been travelling Québec roads since 2004. Wapikoni
Mobile was created by filmmaker Manon Barbeau. It connects with Indigenous
youth to offer them the possibility of learning film techniques, make music
and express their creativity in a liberating space. Since its creation, Wapikoni
Mobile has visited 69 communities (including 31 in Québec) in 25 different
Nations. More than 5,000 participants have been trained in documentary
filmmaking or music. The hundreds of films and musical pieces created not
only constitute a unique collection, they also help safeguard Indigenous

Photo: Jacinthe Beaudet

In 2012, Manon Barbeau received the Prix d’honneur at the festival PLURAL+
for her activities with Indigenous young people, a recognition granted by the
United Nations Alliance of Civilizations and the International Organization
for Migration. Thanks to the extraordinary work, tenacity and courage of
this exceptional woman, Indigenous creativity has received international
recognition.
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THREE SPRINGS
FOR INDIGENOUS ART
In 2013, the Maison de la culture Frontenac opened its doors to the
first edition of the Printemps autochtone d’Art, organized by the
Ondinnok theatre company and managed by Yves Sioui Durand. This
multidisciplinary event, based on encounters between the public and
artists, included a visual arts exhibition, installations and performances,
theatre, cinema, readings and a poetry cabaret. A grand celebration of
Indigenous art!
Following the success of the first edition, Printemps autochtone d’Art
DEUX was presented in 2015, this time entirely devoted to First Nations
women. It was followed by Printemps autochtone d’Art TROIS, in 2017.
For the first time, activities were held in four maisons de la culture
(in Montréal-Nord, Notre-Dame-de-Grâce, Pointe-aux-Trembles and
Villeray–Saint-Michel–Parc-Extension). That year, Yves Sioui Durand
conceived an original project: 20 five-minute performances by Indigenous
artists as curtain-raisers in nine performance halls around the city. Of
course, visual arts, dance, music and poetry were also included.
Yves Sioui Durand received the Governor General’s Performing Arts
Award in 2017.

Ktahkomiq , Director and performer Dave Jenniss | Choreographer and performer Ivanie Aubin-Malo
Photo: Myriam Baril-Tessier
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Victor Quijada
Photo: Sylvie-Ann Paré

DIVERSITY NOW HAS AN AWARD
Created in 2015 by the Conseil des arts de Montréal, the Cultural
Diversity Price in Dance recognizes a noteworthy contribution or
production in dance by an artist coming from a diverse background.
This $10,000 prize is awarded during the Prix de la danse de Montréal,
which highlights excellence among dance artists who have performed
in Montréal.

The first prizewinner was Zab Maboungou, founder and artistic director
of Zab Maboungou/Compagnie Danse Nyata Nyata, a dance company
that has been active for more than 25 years. Roger Sinha, a dancer and
choreographer of Indian origin, who has lived in Montréal since 1986,
and Victor Quijada, founder and director of RUBBERBANDance, were
the other two proud winners of this prize. The works of these dancers
and choreographers are presented around the world.
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La Maison de Justin
Photo: Sébastien Roy

ART IS GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTH
Several Montréal initiatives focus on the relationship between art and health. Not only does the
presence of art in daily life have an influence on
physical and mental health by promoting personal
and artistic expression, technological arts are now
being used to manage the environment for young
patients.
In 2010, the Société des arts technologiques
(SAT) and CHU Sainte-Justine signed an agreement to research the application of technical arts
to healthcare. The two partners agreed to work on
offering better hospital conditions—especially for
children—by reducing stress through a redesign
of the setting and the incorporation of cuttingedge new technologies. Four programs have been
established since 2012: Marionnect , an immer-

sive telepresence project which offers better
treatment for stuttering; a program to create
immersive and therapeutic content in pediatric
psychiatry; La Maison de Justin, a virtual-reality
interactive video game that raises awareness of
parents to the risks of accidents at home, and a
device to reduce the pain during the treatment of
severely burned children.
The Michel de la Chenelière International
Atelier for Education and Art Therapy at the
Montreal Museum of Fine Arts was inaugurated
in 2012. Accessible year-round, the space offers
art therapy sessions for everyone, young and
old, whether sick or in good health. The goal is
to increase the well-being and comfort of participants. Conferences, workshops and painting
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courses are adapted to the needs of each person.
Apparently, visiting an exhibition does as much
good as a physical activity session! Thanks to
the generosity of Michel de la Chenelière, studio
space has been doubled, as has been capacity.
With the help of the Centre hospitalier de l’Université de Montréal (CHUM) and several other
health partners, Les Grands Ballets Canadiens
de Montréal created a dance therapy project
in 2013. The Centre national de danse-thérapie
initiative is unique in the world. It offers activities
adapted to certain pathologies and mental problems. With a group comprised of 300 seniors,
the centre is researching the effects of dance on
mobility, memory and physical and mental health.

Diversité artistique Montréal (DAM) is an organization established
in 2006 to promote ethnocultural diversity in the arts. Its many
actions include diversity auditions, implemented in 2013 to respond
to the flagrant absence in local theatres of actresses and actors
with different cultural community backgrounds. Organized in
collaboration with the Théâtre de Quat’Sous, these additions are
essential and determining for the future of young actors, male
and female.

The diversity audition format was modified in 2016. Since then,
candidates are preselected by a jury and benefit from the support of
professionals. They attend workshops on acting in front of the camera
and produce a demo video. This allows them to fine-tune their effort
prior to appearing at the general auditions of the Théâtre de Quat’Sous,
held in June. Over four years, 30 actresses and actors from the diversity
auditions were selected as finalists.

A SHOWCASE FOR CULTURAL DIVERSITY
MTL en Vitrine is a new private scholarship,
created by the Conseil des arts de Montréal
partnered with the Vitrine culturelle. Its goal
is to support the creative efforts of young
artists coming from a diverse background.

All types of art: digital and visual arts, circus,
cinema, dance, literature, music and theatre
are eligible for this $5,000 prize.
The jury is composed of students registered
with Passeport MTL étudiant international,
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a 375th anniversary legacy. Created by the
Vitrine culturelle, Passport MTL allows young
foreign students to discover the culture and
activities of the metropolis. A useful and fun
way to say “Welcome”.

Photo: Adriana Garcia Cruz

DIVERSITY ON STAGE

PRIX ARDI FOR DARING
PHILANTHROPISTS
The Prix ARDI is an initiative of the Brigade Arts
Affaires de Montréal (BAAM) and the Chaire
de gestion des arts Carmelle et Rémi-Marcoux
at HEC Montréal. It is designed to recognize the
new generation and their innovative approaches
to the relationship between arts and business.
The awards also serve to spotlight the involvement and audacity of young business people.
The first awards evening was held at the
Monument-National in January. Two prizes were
awarded: the first to a cultural manager, the
second to a young person in the arts or business
involved in cultural projects. In 2017, Mathieu
Baril, responsible for private funding at Tangente
and Agora de la danse, won the first prize. TD
Bank branch manager Marc-Antoine Saumier was
recognized for his involvement with the Montréal
Museum of Fine Arts and the Metropolis Blue
Festival.
Awarded by BAAM, Prix ARDI include a $2,500
cash prize. They well represent the audacious,
innovative and collaborative spirit of our city.

From left to right and from top to bottom

CHANGING OF THE GUARD FOR THE ARTS
In order to promote professional insertion and the employability of young artists and cultural workers, the
Conseil des arts de Montréal and Carrefour jeunesse-emploi Montréal Centre-Ville have established
the Nouvelle Garde program. It offers paid internships at well-known artistic organizations. For its first edition,
14 internships were provided, all of which were preceded by training sessions in employability and selfemployment work.
This initiative allows young people to gain concrete work experience, acquire new skills and enlarge their network
of contacts. It also strengthens organizations and facilitates the transfer of knowledge between generations.
Without a doubt, Nouvelle Garde is a very promising training program.
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Liza Frulla, President of Culture Montréal;
Sébastien Barangé, cofounder of the Brigade arts affaires
de Montréal (BAAM);
Marc-Antoine Saumier, laureate of Prix ARDI 2017;
Mathieu Baril, laureate of Prix ARDI 2017
Lucien Zayan, founder CEO of the Invisible
Dog Art Center of Brooklyn;
Mathieu Baril; Marc-Antoine Saumier;
Claude Deschesnes, host
Photos: Charles Bélisle

WORDS INTO SONG
AND CHARMING ACCENTS
For the last seven years, the Des mots sur mesure
concerts have brought together singers from the
world’s major musical cultures, to sing in French.
This year—for the first time—they included the
most beautiful songs in the Québec repertoire.
It was a soirée conceived and produced by Liette
Gauthier, of the Maison de la culture d’Ahuntsic,
and hosted by Monique Giroux. In 2017, Suzi
Silva, Anna-Maria Melachroinos and Haralmbos
Tsigakis, Elham Manouchehri and Reza Abaee,
Fernando Gallego and Caroline Planté, Ilam,
Michelle Tompkins as well as Willy Rios were
accompanied by a house orchestra, under the
musical direction of Joel Kerr. For the occasion
they composed original music to accompany the
texts of various Francophone artists. The result
was a free-for-all of hybridity in which different
accents—as they always do—led to a rediscovery
of words and accentuated different aspects of the
language.
This seventh edition toured the Accès culture
network in the boroughs of Montréal. These
evenings brought all sorts of people together
and living in harmony was experienced through
stories and song.
The project was awarded the prix Initiative
RIDEAU 2014 as well as the Coup de cœur du
jury of the 2018 edition of “De bonnes choses
arrivent quand on parle français”, granted by the
ministère de la Culture et des Communications
du Québec.
From left to right and from top to bottom
Ilam
Caroline Planté and Fernando Gallego
Willy Rios
Suzi Silva
Tour artists with Liette Gauthier
and Monique Giroux
Photos: Jean Le Jacques
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Mamselle Ruiz and Simon Jean Rioux
Photo: Jacques Nadeau

Photographed in their usual surroundings by
Jacques Nadeau et Mikaël Theimer, Aime
comme Montréal is a book of portraits and
reflections that celebrate diversity in all its
beauty. It was published by éditions Fides.

Also, in collaboration with Diversité
artistique Montréal (DAM), the Montréal
Museum of Fine Arts organized a parallel
exhibition to Aime comme Montréal . Launched at the Museum in January 2017 as part
of the festivities organized for the 375th
anniversary of Montréal, it then moved to
the Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du
Québec (BAnQ), Place des Arts, the Salon de
l’immigration et de l’intégration au Québec,
Cégep de Saint-Laurent and MontréalTrudeau Airport.
Hybridized, colourful, welcoming and supportive: Montréal shown via its many faces.

Photo: Mikaël Theimer

Aime comme Montréal is a love story
between an author, Marie-Christine
Ladouceur-Girard, and people who live
in Montréal. To tell the story, she met 60
Montréal intercultural couples. Native or
immigrant, members of Indigenous or
cultural communities, they recount their
itinerary; describe their relationship with
their adopted city; speak of their dreams
and their vision of the world.

Saiswari Virahsammy and Ronny Desinor
Photo: Jacques Nadeau

MIRROR, MIRROR

ART BUILDS BRIDGES
Ten years ago, the Conseil des arts et des
lettres du Québec (CALQ) established the
program Vivacité Montréal, for Montréal
creators from immigrant backgrounds. The
goal was to support their artistic practice
while allowing them to create and produce
work to interact with the public. Dozens of
young artists benefit from this scholarship
each year. Visual and media arts, theatre,
dance, music and song, literature, etc.,
Vicacité Montréal encourages original and
creative projects that create bridges among
cultural communities.

Thanks to a partnership established in 2015
with Place des Arts, CALQ also offers a chance
for diverse artists to mount and produce a
show at the Espace culturel Georges-ÉmileLapalme. Theatre, music, dance or circus:
here, too, the projects selected mix cultures
and allow diverse artists from all over the
world to express themselves and their creativity in Montréal.
Here are two examples of projects which, by
encouraging art as a vector of exchange and
knowledge, reduce differences and permit
harmonious living together.

Joel Janis Filion, recording of the sung poetic tale
La reine aux ailes d’écaille s, 2017
Photo: Jessica Valmé
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A MONUMENTAL GIFT
Guy Laliberté, founder of Lune Rouge, offered
the city a bronze bas-relief. L’Homme Soleil is a
creation by world-renowned artist, Jordi Bonet.
Catalan-born Jordi Bonet came to Québec in
1955 and lived here until his death in 1979. A
material artist, he created murals in ceramic,
bronze, cement and aluminum. Another example
can be seen at the Pie-IX metro station.

Jordi Bonet, L’Homme Soleil , created in 1973-1976
Photo: David Giral

L’Homme Soleil is installed outdoors, and marks
the entrance to the Maison de la culture AhuntsicCartierville and the édifice Albert-Dumouchel.
The vivid work, featuring eight radiant suns, is
a recent contribution to the municipal public art
collection. It was an exceptional gift, befitting its
donor, who has burnished Montréal’s reputation
worldwide
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CITY HALL: HUB OF HISTORY AND CULTURE
As part of festivities around the 375th anniversary of Montréal, an exceptional cultural program was
held at Montréal’s City Hall, promoting citizen access and openness. The themes addressed—including
diversity, history, women, young people, universal access and inclusion —reflect values highly important
to Montréal women and men. A creative and committed approach was used.
No fewer than 6 major public events and 15 exhibitions were presented for free during the year, thanks
to the support of 75 internal and external partner partners. A record number of people (112,000 vistors)
attended, more than double the number in 2016.
The reception of visitors at City Hall, the citizens’ home, was also made more dynamic. New efforts
included guided tours adapted to different members of the public which, alone, welcomed more than
10,000 visitors of all kinds.
Montréal’s City Hall is distinctive because of its history—and because of culture!

From left to right and from top to bottom
Photo: Marie-Ève Trahan, Ville de Montréal
Photos: Ville de Montréal
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QUÉBEC CITY-MONTRÉAL FRIENDSHIP
As a gift to mark Montréal’s 375th anniversary, Québec City chose a work by Jean-Robert
Drouillard, titled Le contour des conifères dans la nuit bleue et les étoiles derrière ma tête sont
dans tes yeux . Unveiled in August 2017, it is comprised of a group of four bronze sculptures of
adolescents standing on aluminum columns. They are arranged along the promenade de la Villede-Québec, located near the Botanical Garden and the Olympic Stadium.
Each of the statues wears a sports jersey, on which is written an important date: 1608 (founding
of Québec City), 1642 (founding of Montréal), 1967 (year of the universal exposition), and 1976
(year of the Montréal Olympic Games). The art also includes symbols of boreal flora and fauna.

Jean-Robert Drouillard, Le contour des conifères dans la nuit bleue.
Et les étoiles derrière ma tête sont dans tes yeux , 2017
Photo : David Giral

Nature, history and culture are the strong themes of this work, which not only looks to the past, but
also celebrates the present and youth, promise of the future. A homage to the friendship between
the two cities, which also is timeless.
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Exhibition by Nadia Myre, Tout ce qui reste / Scattered Remains , 2017-2018,
The Montreal Museum of Fine Arts
Photo: MMFA/Denis Farley

INDIGENOUS ART IN THE FALL
immersive digital exhibition at Concordia University’s Leonard & Bina
Ellen Art Gallery, not to mention a futuristic animated DDO for young
people at the centre VOX. Photography exhibits by Ontario’s Meryl
McMaster were on display at MMFA and at the galerie Pierre-François
Ouellette Art contemporain.

While Printemps autochtone d’Art is held in the spring, the creativity of Indigenous artists is also celebrated in the fall season. In
November, seven exhibitions in Montréal were opportunities to
discover unique universes.
The Montréal Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA) exhibited 20 pieces
by Nadia Myre as were some other installations. At the Centre
d’art Oboro, Hanna Klaus and Peter Morin paid homage to 13
Indigenous artists. Kahnawake artist Skawennati presented an

Photo: Michel Brunel

Skawennati, Becoming the Peacemaker
(Iotetshèn:’en), a machinima from
The Peacemaker returns , 2017
Courtesy of the artist

Seven exhibitions that enlarge horizons and present artists who through
their reflections on identity, sharing and memory, have developed a
universal message of inspiration.
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Photo: Ville de Montréal

MONTRÉAL, A
WELCOMING LAND
Montréal is proud of being cosmopolitan. Its
identity and culture have been shaped by its
cultural communities. Thanks to their labour and
their attachment to the city, they contribute to its
growth and vitality every day.
For the 375th anniversary of Montréal, the
Montréal Hellenic community offered the city a
group of three bronze figures, a couple and child
looking determinedly forward. L’immigrant , by
artist Giorgos Houliaras, recognizes the remarkable contributions of the Greek community to
the development of the city and also acts as a
message of thanks to Montréal for its welcome
of Greek nationals since the beginning of the
20th century.

Photo: Daniel Loureiro

At parc du Portugal, on boulevard Saint-Laurent,
a large ceramic mural celebrates the contributions of the Portuguese. Produced by students in
the ceramic studios of the Mission Santa Cruz’s
Universidade dos Tempos Libres (university of
free time) based on a project by Montréal artist
Paulo Jones, this mural symbolizes the values
that the Portuguese community has shared with
all Montrealers for 60 years: mutual help, solidarity and respect.

Photo: Hamed Tabein

FOLLOW THE STARS
Organized by Diversité artistique Montréal (DAM) and Terres en vues as part of Montreal’s First
Peoples Festival, Nova Stella was a festive event – a chance to bring people together, it was part of
the official program for the 375th anniversary of Montréal.
Throughout the day and part of the night of August 5, 2017, Montrealers were invited to celebrate
diversity through music, song and street theatre. Artists from all over came together to salute
Montréal’s multiculturalism. With 65 troupes representing 35 nations, the grand Défilé de l’amitié
Nuestroamericana paraded from square Dorchester to the Quartier des spectacles. A musical show
at the destination entertained thousands of spectators. The presentation of a poetic manifesto,
created and recited by Queen Ka, was without a doubt one of the highlights of this event.
Nova Stella was a vibrant appeal for inclusion and fraternity among peoples. It called for the abolition of divisions and the nurturing of the art of being different together.
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THE CITY IS YOUR DANCE FLOOR
In September, a gigantic line-dancing event took over the Quartier
des spectacles. Planned and executed by the compagnie Sylvain
Émard Danse and the Festival TransAmériques (FTA), Super Méga
Continental celebrated Montréal through dance.
Designed by Sylvain Émard, the concept of the Grand Continental
blended popular tradition and contemporary expression with an update
to line-dancing. The first Grand Continental was presented at the FTA

in 2009. That version included about 60 dancers. Since then, the idea
has travelled the world and then returned to Montréal even bigger, for
the 375th anniversary. This time, 375 amateur dancers—of all ages and
origins—came together at the place des Festivals which had been transformed into an enormous dance floor. The smiles, enthusiasm and joy of
the dancers were a treat to behold during their four performances. It was
a unique moment of beauty, solidarity and emotion.

Photo: Prénom Nom, 2017

Photo: Sylvain Émard

